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Abstract-In this study, we focus on a self-deployment
problem for a swarm of autonomous mobile robots that can
be used to build a sensor networking infrastructure with
equilateral triangle lattice configurations. In order to deploy the
swarm, this paper proposes a self-stabilizing distributed self-
deployment algorithm under a robot model with the following
features: no identification numbers, no common coordinates,
no predetermined leader, no memory for past actions and
implicit communication. Regardless of the restricted model,
our proposed algorithm based on local interactions provides
a solution for the self-deployment problem. Moreover, the
algorithm provides robust capability of swarm connectivity in
spite of loss of several robots. We discuss in details the features
of the algorithm, including self-organization, self-stabilization,
and robustness. A simulation study demonstrates the validity
of the algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the emergence of mobile network-enabled systems,
much attention has been paid to increase availability and use
of wireless sensor networks in the fields of swarm robotics
[1]. The mobile sensor networking systems are regarded as
large swarms of wireless sensor units mounted on spatially
distributed autonomous mobile robots. The sensor network
can be used in many real applications such as environmental
monitoring, surveillance, and so on. In order to enable
autonomous robots to perform the mentioned application
examples, such as building a networking infrastructure, it
is basically necessary to control their deployment.

Recently, self-deployment approaches for large-scale
swarms have been reported using simple local interactions.
The majority of these approaches are based on the intuition
observed from an organism of animals and insects or physical
phenomena in nature, as called behavior-based [2-3] or
virtual physics-based [4-11] approaches. Balch and Hybinette
[2] suggested the notion of social potentials to achieve robot
formations mimicking the process that holds the molecules
into place to form crystals. In this study each robot had
several attachment site geometries having the potential to
attract other robots. Each site provided a different lattice
pattern. Martison and Payton [4] proposed a virtual line force
method to deploy mobile robots into a regular spaced lattice.
The basic concept behind the line force was to place each
robot in an imaginary array of parallel lines. An artificial
physics framework [5] was described to achieve a desired
deployment of a swarm of mobile robots based on a sophis-
ticated model analogous to gravitational force. Based on an
acute-angle test, Shucker and Bennett [6] introduced a virtual

spring force algorithm to deploy a number of robots using
artificial forces such as repulsion and attraction. Howard et
al. [7] proposed an electromagnetic force approach to deploy
robots throughout a defined environment. Heo and Varshney
[8] described a technique using the concept of force inspired
from equilibrium of molecules. Zou and Chakrabarty [9]
presented a potential field algorithm based on the virtual
forces between robots. Cohen and Peleg [10] introduced a
deployment algorithm for robot swarms to locally spread
them uniformly within a given region. The common thing
of self-deployment approaches introduced above is local
interactions or local behaviors based on attractive and re-
pulsive force. The behavior-based and virtual physics-based
works generally derive force information to obtain a desired
behavior for robots. However, their approaches require an
effort to adjust parameters to perform a successful self-
deployment.

In this paper, we consider an autonomous mobile robot
that freely moves on the 2-dimensional plane. The robots
have a limited range of sensing (e.g., visibility). Robots can
communicate with each other in close proximity, but are
not allowed to communicate explicitly. Instead of the direct
method, they are able to locally interact only by observing
locations of other robots. Under this feature, we address
the self-deployment problem of how to enable robots to
deploy a swarm uniformly as shown in Fig. 1. As a desired
goal, the swarm is composed of many equilateral triangular
geometric lattice configurations over a 2-dimensional space.
This problem is very important since deploying the swarm
provides a way for mobile robots with limited visibility range
to self-organize their unified networking infrastructure. Fur-
thermore, self-deployment only based on local interactions
in close proximity contains a robust capability of swarm
connectivity regardless of loss of several robots. From a
practical standpoint, the coordination for deploying many
robots provides a first step toward flocking, i.e., allowing
a swarm to maintain their connectivity while moving in a
mobile ad hoc network environment [12].

The main contribution of this paper is to provide a simple
distributed self-deployment algorithm such that many mobile
robots can eventually configure their network infrastructure
with equilateral triangle lattice configurations. Only the input
arguments of the same algorithm for each robot consist
of both its current position and a point set containing
the positions of currently observed robots within limited
visibility range with respect to its local coordinate system.
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(D) completion OI sell-aeployment

Fig. 1. Illustration of self-deployment problem

Furthermore, robots at local level can self-repair the fault of a
swarm due to loss of several robots. Therefore, the proposed
algorithm features a self-organizing, self-stabilizing, and
robust solution.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the system model and definition. Section III
describes a basic algorithm for building a sensor networking
system, and demonstrates simulation results. Section IV
discusses a problem of the basic algorithm, presents an
upgraded algorithm to overcome the problem, and shows
simulation results. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We consider a system composed of a homogeneous set
of autonomous mobile robots rl, ... rn}. Each robot is
modeled as a point, that freely moves on a 2-dimensional
space. The robots have no prior knowledge of their
identification numbers, and do not share any common
coordinate system nor the identity of a leader robot.
Furthermore, instead of the direct communication, they are
able to locally interact only by observing locations of other
robots. Each robot executes the same algorithm and then
acts independently and asynchronously from other robots.
Time is represented as an infinite sequence of discrete time
instants. At a time instant, a robot can either be idle or
execute one of the following three actions:

Observation: Each robot ri takes a snapshot of the po-
sitions {Pl, P2, * * } of other robots located in its limited

visibility range VR, and then makes an observation set
0i of positions of the observed robots with respect to
its local coordinate system.

. Computation: ri performs its computation in accor-
dance with the given oblivious algorithm, resulting in a
target Pt -

. Motion: ri moves toward Pt and goes back to the
Observation state.

Here, we assume that all robots repeat an endless acti-
vation cycle of observation, computation, and motion. At
each activation, a robot computes its target position, which
only requires the position of other robots, and moves toward
the computed target under a given algorithm. Robots do not
retain any memory of past actions. This assumption has the
nice property that any algorithms developed for that model
are inherently self-stabilizing ' [13].

Based on the proposed model, the algorithm of a robot
consists of a function o that is executed at each activation.
The arguments of o consist of the current position of the
robot, and a set of positions for other robots observed at
the corresponding time instant. The returned value is the
new target position of the robot. Notice that arguments to
o include only current observing and thus the robots are
oblivious, since they are unable to remember any past actions
or decisions.

The problem addressed in this paper is self-deployment
by a swarm of autonomous mobile robots as illustrated in
Fig. 1. We formulate the self-deployment problem as follows.

Given that a swarm of robots rl, , r, with arbitrarily
distinct positions according to our model is located in the
two-dimensional plane, robots can eventually be deployed
at uniform intervals.

In this paper, we intend to analyze the self-deployment
problem by dropping the aforementioned assumptions such
as on-board memory and communication devices and then
find the solution for the problem. Furthermore, our study
pursues that robots have no global or common knowledge in
advance. From a practical point of view, we expect that this
allows simpler, more robust and economically advantageous
robots to be used.

III. BASIC ALGORITHM

This section presents a self-deployment algorithm that can
generate an equilateral triangle lattice. It is necessary to
impose a condition as follows; all robots are initially located
in distinct and arbitrarily distributed positions.

A. Algorithm description
The intuition behind the algorithm is simple, and we

briefly describe it here (see ALGORITHM-1). An input is
given in observed positions for other robots within VR

1Self-stabilization is the property of a system which, started in an arbitrary
state, always converges toward a desired behavior [14] [15].
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ALGORITHM - 1 SELF-DEPLOYMENT (code executed by a robot
ri)
constant du := uniform range distance
Function o(Ohi,Pi)
1 Psi min [dist(pi, p)]

pcoi-{pi}
2 Ps2 min [dist(p5i,p) + dist(p,pi)]

pEoi-{Pi ,P I}
3 (b, by) := barycenter ({Pi, Ps1, Ps2})
4 0 := angle between PslPs2 and ri's local horizontal axis
5 target.: b1+ du x cos(0 + 7/2)3
6 targety by + du x sin(0 + -/2) 3
7 move toward target point(target,, targety)

robot-I

(a) paths of three robots

25

- -g- robot-2 & robot-3
20 robot-3 & robot-1

0 15 --@-- robot-1 & robot-2

15

10. 4-
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Time Instant

(b) distance variation
VR (Visibility Range) VR (Visibility Range)
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robot-- 18
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robot-1 & robot-3

14-

(D10- _

+ ~~~~~6-.
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(c) paths of two robots

(a) neighbor selection (b) target computation

Fig. 2. Illustration of ALGORITHM-1

and the position pi occupied by ri. Moreover, denote the
constant uniform interval as d,. To begin with, selects the
first neighbor located the shortest distance from itself, as
illustrated in Fig. 2-(a). The second neighbor is selected, such
that the total lateral distance is minimized. In close proximity,
ri selects two neighbors locally interacted with. Here, a
neighbor set {P, 1, Ps2} is defined as a set of positions of two
neighbors selected by ri. In Fig. 2-(b), pi forms a geometric
triangle with {Ps,1Ps2} in the plane. Specially, a geometric
configuration is a set of three distinct points which includes
{P,1,P,2} and pi. Using {Psl,Ps2}, ri finds the center
Pbary of the geometric configuration formed by three robots
as presented in Fig. 2-(b). Next, ri measures the angle 0
between the line connecting two neighbors and the horizontal
axis with respect to its local coordinate system. ri calculates
its target point Pt based on Pbary, and moves toward Pt. In
this algorithm, ri locally interacts with {Ps1,Ps2} in order
to generate an isosceles triangle with d,. By doing this
repeatedly, the swarm is finally deployed to have equilateral
triangular lattices. Notice that under this algorithm, each
robot can select dynamically neighbors with whom it inter-
acts in close proximity. Consequently, the algorithm brings
the swarm to the desired geometric configuration in which
each robot forms an equilateral triangle with the selected
neighbors.

B. Simulation Results
Before displaying simulation results, we define the com-

pletion condition of self-deployment for a swarm of robots in
simulations. The deployment completion depends on whether
each robot converges into dtl ± 1% for two neighbors. Let
D1j% denote the deployment time satisfying the completion

(d) distance variation

Fig. 3. Simulation results as executed by three robots ((a)-(b) case-1:
agreement on the mutual neighbor, (c)-(d) case-2: disagreement on the
mutual neighbor )

DI% 20.66 [s]

(a) compressed distribution (b) self-deployment
Fig. 4. Simulation results for self-deployment from an initially compressed
distribution with iOO robots

DI% -23 .91[s]

(a) random distribution (b) self-deployment
Fig. 5. Simulation results for self-deployment from a random distribution
with iOO robots

condition for all robots in our simulation. In Fig. 3, as a
concrete example, we investigated how three robots converge
into an equilateral triangle. Fig. 3-(a) shows paths of three
robots starting from arbitrary positions. Fig. 3-(b) presents
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ALGORITHM - 2 SELF-DEPLOYMENT WITH SELF-REPARATION
(code executed by a robot ri)
constant dt, := uniform range distance
Function qo(O(i Pi)

1 Psi min [dist(pi, p)]
po°i-{pi}

2 Ps2 min [dist(p,i,p) + dist(p,pi)]
PEoi-{Pi,p 1T}

3 IF { (d t dist(pi, p,l)) A (dzu-dist(pi, Ps2)) } THEN
4 ps3 min [dist(pi, p)]

PEOi-{Pi Psl P,2}
5 Psk min [dist(P,3, P)]

PE{Ps 1,P2}
6 END IF
7 (b, by) barycenter ({Pi, Ps 1, Ps2})
8 0 := angle between Ps3Psk and ri's local horiz. axis
9 target.: b1+ dzu x cos(0 + 7/2)3

10 targety by + dzu x sin(0+ -F/2) 3
11 move toward target point(target1, targety)

the variations of distances between each robot and neighbors
for robot movement of Fig. 3-(a). From the graph, each robot
could eventually converge into d,, with its neighbors. Next,
to evaluate the case of disagreement on the mutual neighbor,
we suppose that robot-I stops at the occupied position in
the simulation of Fig. 3-(c). In this simulation, robot-2 and
robot-3 regarded robot-I as one neighbor, and then generated
the desired triangle while approaching robot-1. Regardless
of whether each robot agrees on the mutual neighbor or not,
its neighbors had the same behavior for the same geometric
configuration as itself, and then converged toward the defined
d,. The reason for this is that each robot searches the
closet adjacent robots within its VR and selects them as
{Psi, P52}. Consequently, the simple algorithm eventually
brings the robots toward the desired configuration, located on
each vertex of an equilateral triangle. From initially different
distributions as shown in Fig. 4-(a) and Fig. 5-(a), we evalu-
ated the self-deployment of 100 robots. From the simulation
results of Fig. 4-(b) and Fig. 5-(b), a swarm of robots could
be uniformly self-deployed with d,, while locally interacting.
Therefore, collecting the desired geometric configurations
can globally reach self-deployment of robot swarms without
a centralized control scheme. Specially, each robot needs
only two neighbors under ALGORITHM- 1. This means fewer
neighbors, or less influence from the existence of other robots
within the VR of each robot. From a practical point of view,
this effect is directly coupled with decreasing computational
complexity.

IV. EXTENDED ALGORITHM

A. Problems with the basic algorithm
The algorithm given in Section III does not guarantee

complete uniform distribution of robots across the swarm.
In Fig. 4-(b) and Fig. 5-(b), the simulation results showed
that unintended holes remained in the deployment process.
In this section, we briefly discuss how to cope with this
problem and provide a slightly revised method that alleviates
this problem.

Specifically, ALGORITHM-1 can bring all robots to con-
verge into each vertex of equilateral triangles in spite of
selecting their neighbors dynamically at each time instant.

D1% =39.68[s] DI% =43.74[S]

(a) self-reparation from Fig. 4-(b) (b) self-reparation from Fig. 5-(b)

Fig. 6. Simulation results for self-reparation

TABLE I
THE NUMBER OF NEIGHBORS WITH d, IN THE SWARM [ROBOTS]

No. neighb. at d,,, deployment results
Fig. 4-(b) Fig. 6-(a) Fig. 5-(b) Fig. 6-(b)

2 4 4 3 3
3 7 4 21 12
4 18 14 22 13
5 16 12 15 12
6 55 60 39 60

However, the number of robots locally interacting is only two
neighbors. This is caused by the triangular geometry, as each
robot has determined the direction of deployment evolving
when selecting its neighbors (and by its obliviousness, since
it cannot remember the previous neighbors and thus cannot
compute neighbors' motion).

B. Self-reparation algorithm
The problem above can be solved by revising the neighbor

selection, and we call this solution a self-reparation. The
simple ALGORITHM-2 proceeds as follows. The algorithm
also starts with the selection of {Ps, Ps2}. Next, each robot
checks whether each distance to each of two neighbors is
equal to d,. In detail, this condition can be regarded as the
subroutine inserted between Line 2 of ALGORITHM-I and
Line 3. After checking the condition, if it is correct, each
robot ri then selects its next closest neighbor P,3 within its
VR, except for other members {P,1,P,2} of the geometric
configuration. Otherwise, ri does not find another neighbor
Ps3. Then, ri finds the center point of the triangle formed
by a position Psk between Psi and Ps2M, M,3 and pi in
accordance with ALGORITHM-2. Finally, ri moves toward
Pt. By doing this repeatedly, the swarm distributed uniformly
can be eventually deployed while filling up spontaneous
holes.

C. Simulation Results

Fig. 6 presents the simulation results for the proposed self-
reparation method. As compared with the results of Fig. 4-
(b) and Fig. 5-(b), the snapshots of Fig. 6 present results of
deployments without unintended holes. Furthermore, Table I
shows comparison data for the number of neighboring robots
with d,, centering around the position of each robot after the
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DI% =16.53[sD

(a) (b)
DI% 24.62 [s]

(c) (d)
Fig. 7. Simulation results for robustness against loss of 5 robots ((a) loss
of 5 robots, (b) redeployment with 95 robots, (c) replaced 5 robots, (d)
redeployment with 100 robots)

completion of the self-deployment with a condition d, ±
1%. We compared the deployment method with and without
self-reparation according to initial distributions. As a result,
the self-reparation method increased the number of robots at
distance d,. This means that ALGORITHM-2 improved the
connectivity between neighboring robots with d,. Although
we obtain improved results to some extent, the algorithm is
not sufficient to guarantee completely uniform distribution,
as there exist some irregularities. In fact, a possible option
would be to increase the VR of each robot. This question has
been left unsolved here for future work.

In the next simulation, robustness is verified against disap-
pearances of robot members. Here, we supposed that the dis-
appeared robots have gone somewhere due to an accidental
failure. The total number of robots in a swarm is 100. These
simulations begin with the state of Fig. 5-(a). After the self-
reparation of Fig. 6-(b), 5 robots in Fig. 7 or 10 robots in Fig.
8 disappeared without warning. Due to loss of several robot
members, several holes appeared in the deployment. Each
robot checks the existence of the disappeared robots within
VR. If there is a hole around it, it executes ALGORITHM-
2 repeatedly. By the algorithm, the robots approached other
robots, and then the holes disappeared. Fig. 7-(b) and Fig.
8-(b) present the results of re-deployment. In addition, we

performed simulations replacing the number of lost robots in
Fig. 7-(c) and Fig. 8-(c). Fig. 7-(d) and Fig. 8-(d) show the
results of re-deployment after replacing several robots. From
the simulation results, ALGORITHM-2 with self-reparation
capability is effective in improving the robustness of mobile
sensor networks. Furthermore, the simple self-reparation at
the local level can repair both local and global faults of a

(a) (b)
D,% =35.68[s]

.................

(c) (d)
Fig. 8. Simulation results for robustness against loss of 10 robots ((a) loss
of 10 robots, (b) redeployment with 90 robots, (c) replaced 10 robots, (d)
redeployment with 100 robots)

TABLE II

SIMULATION RESULT OF DEPLOYMENT TIME EXECUTING ALGORITHM- I

AND ALGORITHm-2 WITH/WITHOUT SELF-REPAIRING [SEC]

average
deployment time

within 1 %
within 0.1 %
within 0.01 %

ALGORITHM-I without ALGORITHM-2 with
self-reparation self-reparation

27.36 41.54
42.86 56.28
61.48 78.22

sensor networking application.
Finally, we examined each execution time by both

ALGORITHM- I and ALGORITHM-2. Data of Table II in-
dicates the average deployment time for 30 kinds of ini-
tially random distributions of 100 robots. Here, we made
conditions for deployment completion as three following
rates: 1%, 0.1%, and 0.01%. Fig. 9 shows proportion of
deployment time executing ALGORITHM- I (red- empty box)
and ALGORITHM-2 (blue- slash box). In the box-plot, boxes
represent the inter-quartile range of the data, while the
horizontal bars inside the boxes mark the median values.
From the results, we see that ALGORITHM-2 gains the
advantage of a little variation for the completion time even

though the self-deployment with the self-reparation takes
much time.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a self-deployment algorithm,
enabling a large-scale swarm of robots to build a sensor

networking infrastructure. A swarm of robots was assumed to
participate in the deployment process under simple models,
with conditions such as no unique individual identifications,
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no determined leader, no common coordinates, no memory
for past actions and implicit communication with each other.
Just by observing the other robots in their visibility range,
the robots selected dynamically neighbors with whom they
interacted. By this local interaction based on the geometric
approach to forming an equilateral triangle, the swarm could
be uniformly self-deployed. In our proposed algorithm with-
out adjusting parameters, large-scalae swarms of robots could
yield a desirable self-deployment. In particular, the proposed
deployment control featured robustness against a loss of
participating members. The proposed algorithm featuring
self-stabilizing and self-organizing design was evaluated by
simulations. Our analysis and simulation results show that
the self-deployment for a mobile sensor networking swarm
is a simple, robust, and effective approach.

Self-deployment is a first step toward real-world imple-
mentations of a mobile sensor networking infrastructure. To
enable the successful deployment, the algorithm presented
in this paper relies on the fact that robots can exactly sense
the positions of neighbor robots in close proximity, as is the
case with sonar reading [16] or infrared sensor (IR) reading
[5]. From the realistic point of view, it requires each robot
to be able to uniquely identify other robots in its vicinity
and distinguish other robots from miscellaneous objects in
an environment. On the other hand, when utilizing interaction
through communication, one must consider how and toward
what end it is used. Moreover, it is necessary for robots to use
a prior knowledge such as an individual identification number
or global coordinates as occasion demands [17-18]. Like
the implementation problems of observation, communication
in physical robotics is not also free or reliable and can
be constrained by limited bandwidth and range, and unpre-
dictable interference. Therefore, as an additional motivation,
we will intend to use this problem as a starting point for
understanding the relation between the capabilities and the
difficulties of several communication models described in
[19]. It will be interesting to study the role and strength
according to the communication models. This question is

left for later works.
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